It should be noted that the degradation in critical (J is less than 20% for all cases studied, and that in Jtef. [10] a it/9 rotation results in a similar degradation in p. undramatically, we conclude that having established a maximum practical ellipticity and triangularity, our asymmetric shape should be as symmetric as possible. at >? = ¥ and dp/d? = 0 at <y • y is used to interpolate dp/dY within the o e equilibrium code. The boundary condition on axis is an arbitrary prescription that has been found in practice to preserve local stability at the magnetic axis. Iteration values for the pressure nodes are determined by examining the ballooning mode growth rates at fifty surfaces in the plasma. In practice, 2 the value of 6 pt?) in a divided difference table is raised or lowered depending on the ballooning stability in the vicinity of each node. Hi is is found to be the most effective method of adjusting the pressure gradient driving term so that optimum pressure profiles are obtained in a few equilibrium/ballooning iterations (typically -5 for greater than second digit accuracy in the beta values). Figure 7 shows the optimum profiles of shapes 11 and 12 for the safety factor profile q a » Although we see a significant improvement to p = 3.88*, this is still considerably lower than p . Next, the safety factor profile of Ref. [1] , which has q Q -1 and q e = 2.03, was generated in shape 12. H new pressure profile where P2/ p1 -0, and y = 4 in Eq. 3, with 1 Q = 10.8 MA, Pj = 0.5, and g dg/d? = Op -1) dp/d? was required for the generating equilibrium. "Wie results of the optimization for this safety factor profile, denoted q , are shown in Fig. 8 to yield 0™ = 6.5%. Also shown in Fig. 8 is the optimized pressure profile for the asymmetric equilibrium, 12, computed by the same technique.
Discussion of Results
The results of Sec. 2 clearly indicate that, as with symmetric equilibria, ideal HKD p limits for non-axisymmetric modes increase with elongation and triangularity. This was the motivation behind the selection of the mildly asymmetric shape 11 as the representative asymmetric configuration for the optimization studies of Sec. 3. The practicality of such a shape is based on two assumptions. First, the similarity of this shape to concern free boundary equilibria of Hef.
[9] suggests that it can be supported by a realistic equilibrium field coil system. second, it is assumed that axisymmetric (n = o) instabilities can be either passively [14, 15] or actively controlled [16] .
The results of Sec. 3 are summarized in Table 1 , which shows that for a given q profile the gain in p from pressure optimization is not sensitively dependent on the shape, and that the safety factor profile ic the principal reason for the low values of p* in sec. 2. ^secifioally, comparing lines 1 and 5, and 3 and F, we can see that the p of our chosen asymmetric shape 11
and symmetric shape 12 increase by slightly more than a factor of two between profiles "a" and "b." This relative increase is larger than one would expect from previous studies [6, 7] . To explain this apparent discrepency it is necessary to isolate the role played by the pressure profile in determining the stability limits.
In the process of determining its stability to ballooning modes, an unoptimized profile would be classed as unstable whenever the local pressure gradient, the principal driving force, exceeds the optimized (i.e., marginally stable) pressure gradient at a single surface in the plasma. Figure B shows that by change, p matches the optimized gradient for q over a wide range of the outer and middle plasma cross section. On the other hand, the pressure profile used in Sec. 2 with q a , is unstable near the magnetic axis, and clearly it does not follow the corresponding optimized profile. As a result, gains in @ from optimization of t_he "a" profiles are more than a factor of two larger than those for the b profiles, as shown in the last column of Table   1 .
In general, since one does not know in advance whether a given analytically chosen pressure profile is indeed close to the optimized profile, it can be somewhat misleading to compare 8 values for different safety factor profiles on such a basis. A comparison of the merits of different safety factor profiles for equilibria whose pressure profiles have been optimized in the above way is the appropriate technique to obtain unambiguous results.
In Table II we again present the results of Table 1 , comparing only the optimized pressure profiles. The lower q e of the q profile still gives considerably higher values of fl . The relative increase between the profiles is approximately 60%, a value, incidently, which is more consistent with the results of Ref.
[6]. we note that this improvement occurs for both shapes 11
and 12 and that, by examination of in concluding it is useful to indicate the limitations of this study.
Although the shaping comparisons were performed on the basis of considering modes with both small and large toroidal mode number, the pressure optimization was based on the large-n limit only. Such limits, are probably pessimistic since kinetic effects significantly stabilize the ballooning branch for large n [8, 17] .
(This argument does, however, also omit any considerations of the effect of p on the drift mode branch [17) .] Thus, while such studies are still being carried out, the results given here should only be interpreted as a qualitative indication of the comparative merits of different MHD equilibria. At the present time they do, nevertheless, give the best available theoretical numbers for design purpc3es.
As indicated above, the p-optimization of Sec. 3 is incomplete in the sense that only the stability to large-n ballooning n.odes was incorporated and the q-profile remained unoptimized. For internal modes this is reasonable, since l;*-ge-n modes are more unstable. Previous studies [1, 6] Optimum pressure profiles for shapes 11 and 12, the original marginally ballooning stable prest-ure profile for shape 12, and the safety factor profile q a , plotted across the plasma midplane. Optimum pressure profiles for shapes 11 and 12, the c-ginal marginally balloonina stable pressure profile for shape 12, and the safety factor profile q fa , plotted across the plasma raidplane.
